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BAND FROLIC 1991
Homo
Troops welcomed
phobia
Archania takes sweepstakes home in Stockton
addressed

"People ask us individually how
we can support war," said Rallojay.
"We do not support war. We support
There has been a lot of television our troops. We support people who
coverage of the troops coming homein have to do a job."
the pastcouple of weeks, but not many
There is so much support by the
people know that Stockton had its own veterans for the troops in the gulf. "Its
homecoming, although a quiet one, on an honor to be happy because this was
Saturday, March 9th.
a short one compared what we went
The Central Valley VietNam Veter through and I thank God its over with
ans of California hosted a candle light and they're all coming home!" said
vigil service for the troops in the gulf, veteran Lou Gimal.
in hopes that the troops returning will
Although everyone looks forward
notreceive the same treatment they did to the troops' return, people were re
upon their return from Viet Nam.
minded that there are still prisoners of
"When this war started, we just de war and those missing in action that
cided that these guys are not going to cannot be forgotten.
come home like we did," said Andy
"They can give usour homecoming
Rallojay, the Master of Ceremonies for when they bring home the P.O.W.s and
the event.
M.I.A.s, "said BobWillis, a member of
The ceremony at Martin Luther King the Central Valley Viet Nam Veterans.
Jr. plaza, next to the memorial listing
Rallojay was pleased with the turn
the Stockton citizens killed in the Viet out and the community response and
Nam war, began with the Pledge of said that "it came off as good as we
Allegiance, the singing of the "Star- wanted it to. We're glad people feel
S pangled Banner,"and a prayer said by this way now because they need to feel
Phil Bliss, an army-retire chaplin. Bliss this way about their country.
prayed for the recovery of the people of
However some participants were
Kuwait and Iraq while rebuilding their disappointed with the turnout- appar
countries.
ently there was not much publicity. In
The veterans did not know when speaking with JoeMaes from theCen
they planned this vigil in February, that tral Valley VietNam Veterans, there are
the war would be over, so they trans no dates set for future vigils, however
formed the planned candle light vigil plans are being made to hold a county
into an event that honored the troops wide celebration in honorof the troops.
that have come home.

Leslie Peddicord

Staff Writer

By Dawn Dooley
Staff Writer
Overcoming homophobia was the
topic of a discussion last Wednesday
night in Grace Covell's Tiger Lounge.
A panel of speakers from the San
Joaquin AIDS Foundation shared their
experiences and some advice with
UOP students on how todeal with their
own insecurities concerning the gay
community.
The panel consisted of Charity
Roche, an employee of theSan Joaquin
AIDS Foundation and three members
of the Stockton gay community: Eric,
Shirley and Allen. The event was
planned by Kristine Mollenkoph, a
residential assistant in Grace Covell
who felt that it was a "good topic that
needed to be addressed,"atUOP. Roche
pointed out from research that
"homophobia and fear of AIDS were
one in the same as far as college students
perceived it."
Roche also pointed out that high
school and college students are at
highest risk to contract AIDS and
startled many with the statistic that
currently there are between 10,000and
12,000 IV drug users in San Joaquin
county alone.
An interesting aspect of the con
versation focused on the idea of sexual
preference versus sexual orientation.
The word preference indicates that one
has a choice, but the panelists argued
that their decision was made for them
and that it was inbred. From early
childhood, each of the panelists said
that, "they knew they were different"
Shirley stated,"Iflcouldmakeachoice,
I'd be straight." Eric immediately
backed up her statement. Shirley goes
on to comment that, "If you hide who
you areor try to be something that you
aren't, you'll never be happy."
Allen is an alumnus of UOP. When
he attended the University in 1975, he
was a member of the Gay Students
Union, no longer a facet of UOP student
life. He said that there is more afeeling
of, "us afraid of you all," and he ex
pressed that gays were "not after con
verting anyone or stealing a girlfriend
or boyfriend." They are just looking to
"be who we are and be with our own."
He says that what remains now is for
our generation to be more open minded
and accepting of others and our differ
ences.
Grace Covell will be sponsoring
different speakers every Wednesday
night in theTiger Lounge. Look for the
announcements around campus.

UOP's 63rd Annual Band Frolic went off as a huge success last Saturday night, leaving the Spanos Center audience
with another night to remember. The men of Archania in their' Aquatic Adventure of Captain Beau' walked away with
four trophies, including Sweepstakes, the ultimate prize. (See BAND FROLIC, page 9)

Woman's acheivements
honored during
Women's History Month
The political and social climate of
the first half of this century is the
backdrop for the shocking story of
Margaret Sanger, who devoted her
life to the struggle for women's rights.
TheUOPWomen's Studies Program,
in celebration of Women's History
Month, presents a dramatic/musical
program depicting the life of this
controversial woman in the Federal Comstock Law of 1873
McCaffrey Center Theatre at 4 pm which placed contraceptives in the
same category as pornography. It
on March 26.
Wanda Bristow, Bay Area histo wasn't until 1942 that birth control
rian/dramatist and Linda Tringali, was declared legal by the Supreme
composer/folksinger, will bring forth Court.
This program provides a complete
the agony, pain, ridicule and suffer
bibliography
along with a chrono
ing that Mrs. Sanger experienced
logical
list
of
important dates and
from a nation not yet ready for her
facts in the life of Margaret Sanger
progressive thoughts and actions.
Few people realize the struggle and the Birth Control Movement.
and the sacrifices made by Margaret The presentation is free and open to
Sanger as she battled to change the faculty, staff, students and the public.

Few people realize
the struggle and
the sacrifices made
by Margaret
Sanger

Why students leave UOP
Administration looks into why students transfer
The Office of InstitutionalResearch
will
look at those students who did not
Staff Writer
voluntarily return to UOP during the
Due to a steadily declining student last two years. They will also look at
retention rate in the last several years, where these students lived on campus,
as well as an absence of any data their grade point average and their SAT
relative to why students do not return, scores and this will be examined in
a committee wasrecently appointed to order to determine whether theseplayed
study and form a report regarding the a contributing role in their decision to
leave.
retentionrateofundergraduatestudents
The recommendation included an
at UOR After three meetings, the
committee came to conclusions and "early warning system" whereby sturecommendations which are to be dentadvisors would be asked to contact
students who do not pre-register in an
submitted to President Atchley.
The committee, chaired by Vice effort to determine why and be of help
President of Student Life Judy Cham in solving any problems the student
bers, is interested in collecting data in may have. Chambers says the reason
order to identify reasons why students for contacting new freshman in the first
leave UOP. The committee recom four to six weeks of school is that "the
mended that the Office of Institutional National research on retention shows
Research develop an objective ques that the majority of students make up
tionnaire to be administered by tele their mind in the first six weeks of
phone by the assistant or associate dean college."
Following this, students who have
in each of the academic units, to any
been
deemed at risk would be person
students who do not return to UOP.
ally contacted by the assistant or asso
ciate deans during the first month of
school to determine how theyare doing
academically.
Simultaneously, the committee
recommended that the Office of Insti
tutional Research gatherdata as to why
students stay at the University, ad

By Kimberlee Morse

New fitness center planned by Fall

By Ben Goorin
News Editor
A new UOP fitness center, comete with two regulation racquetball
iurts, 7,000 square feet of weight
lining equipment and aerobic traing machines is $20,000 away from
:ing built.
The $521,000 project is expected to
; completed by this September or
ctober if everything goesas planned,
owever, the space where the new
cility will be built has created some
infusion.
Athletic Director Ted Leland says
ie fitness center will be built where
'uonset One iscurrently located, next
> Bannister Hall.
Utilizing other space for the new
fccility is also being looked into. TV
/ilkinson of physical plant, who is
lvolved with coordinating the project,
lys he and others are"surveying those

?e FITNESS, page 2)

dressing their levels of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with their academic
program as well as information in such
areas as financial aid, residential life
and student activities.
The committee also advised the for
mation of a "student development
record" containing a list of students'
co-curricular activities to be a supple
ment to a student's academic transcript
The committee further recommended
that the University undertake such
measures as providing a "customer
relations workshop" for all UOP em
ployees. The committee suggested the
continuation of the Division of Student
Life's Outreach Program which pro
vides, for example, extended evening
hours in the Counseling Center and
Career Planning andPlacement Center.
A recommendation was also made to
investigate what other schools do to
handle the area of student retention.
"Once we have the information
about why studentsleave and why they
stay, the committee will meet on a
regular basis, and we will come up with
a plan to continue to do what we are
doing right, and what to correct that we
might be doing wrong in losing stu
dents," says Chambers.
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NEWS
Academic Skills Center has success
••••

Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer

University of the Pacific's campus
programs offer many services to aid
students in any area that they need
assistance. One such program is the
Academic Skills Center which, ac
cording to the acting Director of Aca
demic Skills, Ellen Wehrs, is there to
help any student who is having prob
lems in studying, reading or writing.
Outsideof theseservices, thecenter
also houses the office of Learning
Disability Support for students who
have a learning disability. According to
Learning Disability Support Coordi
nator Howard Houck, students who
register as havingadisability.areoffered
counseling, tutorials for academic
courses, taped texts and accommoda
tion for individual academic needs.
However, in order to employ these
services, the students must take it upon

themselves to register with the office.
"The initiative is on the part of the
students and all attendancesare strictly
on a voluntary basis," said Houck. Once
registered, the students begin the pro
cess of writing letters to professors,
getting tutors and taping texts.
"Everything is totally confidential,"
said Houck. We want students tocome
in and register with us. Even if they
don't use the service, we'd like to have
them so if they need it, they can get it"
According to Houck some students
with disabilities strictly chose UOP
because of the services it has to offer.
"Students have come here because we
have a good, strong learning disability
program. In fact, we have one of the
strongest ones in private schools west
of Denver," says Houck.
Also available to the students is the
Learning Problem Support Group
where they come to meet and talk with
other students in similar situations.

vancement of Teaching, which in 1990
published a report calling on colleges
to reward teaching skills as much as
they reward research papers when de
ciding to whom to grant tenure.
Kennedy hoped his initiatives,
which included some $7 million in
programs and incentives, would "in
crease the resonancebetween teaching
and research." But at the same time,
Stanford's own research practices are
being investigated by four separate
federal agencies, including one crimi
nal investigation by the U.S. Naval
Investigative Service. The investiga
tions are focusing on $200 million in

Student gets help at the Academic Skills Center.

"overhead costs" S tanford billed to the announcementhe would de-emphasize
federal government for research research. "This is not some last-minute
projects being done on campus. Wash public relations gambit by any stretch
ington allows colleges to charge it for of the imagination," maintained
overhead costs— utilities, building Stanford spokesman Richard
depreciation, administration, libraries Kurovsky. "Kennedy announced this
and some student services and up April 5, before this (investigation) ever
keep—that the schools incur while came about," he said. He waited until
doing research but that may not be now to unveil the specifics, Kurovsky
directly connected to a specific federal said, partly because the federal probe
research project. But among other was occupying so much of his time.
things, the Navy thinks Stanford in The probe was opened last year after
cluded items like football tickets in its Paul Biddle, who has represented the
overhead charges. Officials denied any Office of Naval Research on campus
connection between the investigation since 1988, found bills for a wedding
into research abuses and Kennedy's (See STANFORD, back page)

Staff Writer

As hard as the rain has been coming
down, UOP is still under a 30 percent
water cutback enforced by the City of
Stockton.
Marty VanHouten,UOP's Grounds
Supervisor, says that the University is
planning on completely landscaping
the north and south parts of Central
Service Road, as well as the island
street dividers and those in parking lot
one.
"The big question, however, is wa
ter." says Van Houten. The Physical
Plant plans on installing an irrigation
system, but the plant falls under the

same 30 percent water cutback. "We
still want to do our part," says Van
Houten, "even though we have our
own wells on campus."
Van Houten alsoexplained that since
adding Zuckerman Field, "In order to
get back to where we need to be, we
first have to dry upBrookside Field and
then we'relooking into pumping water
out of the river."
Tests were run on March 5th to
check the pump system and the results
were successful.
Though the options seem to be
positive, Van Houten stressed that,"The
bottom line is, if wedon'thaveenough
water, we're not going to do the land
scaping."
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other department.
Demolition of Quonset One is Senate seat now held by Senator Alan ^Education Dept., whtcl
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new fitness center will be opened all in 1992.
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Breakdown of UOP funds

Drought continues
to affect landscaping
By Charlynn Graves

uop names

possibilities."
Taking down all of the quonsets are
a long time goal of the University.
President Atchley says he hopes they
can all be eliminated at some point He
says they were only supposed to be
temporary when they went up over 20
years ago.
Taking down the quonsets means
finding alternative space for the art
department, geology and geography
departments, and some engineering
facilities. Atchley says it is not going to
all happen at once and recognizes that
re-location of these academic facilities

Stanford unveils a plan to emphasize teaching over research
(CPS)—In what could be the start
of changing the way professors are
hired and promoted across thecountry,
Stanford University President Donald
Kennedy announced a new program to
emphasize teaching over research.
The effort, Kennedy said, would
help professors break out of the "pub
lish or perish" syndrome and let them
focus on teaching. The reform could
spread.
"When big research universities
make these kinds of commitments to
teaching, it has a major impact on higher
education," said Robert Hochstein of
the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad

Fitness
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hassentlettersto 15collegesthreatening
to withdraw federal fundingfrom them
if they release the names of students
mvolvedm crimes to campus news-

argument that led tnth iu "'h
driven statute," and no one had ever
comPlained before, the department
the 15 colleges
director ofSP°keSman Said "We
KS
Center, a Washmgton.
0f

The letter says the i5 are violating
^
urv
th
tnam
the Family Educational Rights and 17 schools that
" ®y ?
ed trying to access campus crime infor
Privacy Act (FERPA), also known as reports to carpus ^"releasuigcn™e madonfrom schooladministrators who
the Buckley Amendment, which pro- Jsil for at list ST °" 3 T
^often wary of thebadpublicity such
infoi™bon could generate. Most retects students' "educational records" losing federal frfnH
r
^
from disclosure. However college ad- S^Sdon^'"*- St' •*» 81 4,8
°f
mrntstrators.studentnewspapereditors
SMS h1P •
P^burghandtheCommunkyCollege
of Philadelphia have been involved hi
won t know whatconstitutes astudent's
educational record until U.S. District
Judge Russel G. Clark tales on a case
involving the SouthwestMissouri S tate
University (SMSU)student newspaper.
"ThefeelinghereisthattheDepartment
ofEducationhasjumpedthegun,"said

turned theinformation over tn fp
s Rooker director of the d n
sent letters to 15 of th^h f

Jennifer Rampey,editor-in-chief of the

aware of the full effect of iKhI

!lf?.wk:!heS;"?nlnewsPaPer
at the University of Georgia, which
received one of the letters. In the Mis
souri case, Traci Bauer, then
editor-in-chiefof the Standard, SMSU's
student newspaper, sued the school in
January 1990, contending she should
be allowed to see and report campus
crime records. SMSU officials argued
,u d ui T
<"guea
the Buckley Amendment prohibits
the
wamed

a depanmem spokesman who X
not to be identified. "We provided the
letter as technical assistance he ex
plained.
The real question is whether a
student's "education record" includes
allthe information theschool has about
the student, Goodman responded. "If
that
s the case, then most schools are
atv»
that's
vioWngFERriAonaZ^SC
publishi 18
namra f si toB

the Educatton Dept. which oversees

havemadethedean'slist.hecontended.

No One ComnlainpH
"The 15

'

"*

°

flghts10 °Pentheir schools'crime files,
year' Congress approved the Student Right To Know and Campus SeCUnty Act' which re1uires colleges to
give out campus crime statistics,though
"0t lhc names °f offenders or victims.
Meanwhile,administratorsandstudent

.
t

"

editorsatthc 15

schools await a deci-

Zneef^S!;14'"'8^88"''
ui«iiiu
dU<tLur& ai james
adn
•U
"m,SMOrs
"lames
MadisonUniversity in Virginia stopped
releasing names of students involved
in crimes, even though a state law
requires it. At Georgia, university po
lice records are kept separate from
educatio records. Therefore, claimed
Arthur Lced, attorney for Georgia's
student affairs division, it is not a vio
lation of the Buckley Amendment to
release them.

(CPS)—Claiming the average collegian spends "more
moneyonbooze thanbooks,"U.S.SurgeonGeneral Antonio
Novello spoke out against alcohol companies selling to
students, especially during spring break.
"Spring break used to be where the boys are," Novello
asserted at a press conference in Washington, D.C., on
March 4. "Now it's where the booze is." Alcohol' is a factor
in 21 percent of all college dropouts, and most college
students drink morebeer than anything else, she continued.
To generalize that for the whole college population is not
responsible," replied Scott Suder,a studentat theUniversity
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
"We're not talking about a bunch of 18-year-olds run
ning around that we're trying to inundate with advertising,"
addedLon Anderson of the BeerInstitute, an industry group
in Washington, D.C. Anderson noted aU.S. Dept. of Edu
cation report that two-thirds of the nation's collegians are
olderthan21.Novello, withoutspeculatingabouttheaverage
age of the spring break vacationer, asked alcohol manufaci turers and retailers to "take a more responsible posture" in
their promotion tactics during spring break. Young people
have beenbombarded withadvertisements that lead them to
believe drinking is "an acceptable rite of passage, a neces
sary path for them to follow," Novello said. Last year at
Daytona Beach, the nation's most popular springbreak spot,
Anheuser-Busch Inc. inflated a two-story balloon shaped

By Jeff Grossman
College Press Service
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Smok-A-Roma, Mild or Spicy, or
Shenson's Plain, Old Fashioned
or Oven Roasted

like a Budweiser six-pack. Miller Brewing Co. hired air
planes to fly banners and sponsored free breakfasts for
students. "We don't want underaged people using our
products," Anderson maintained, adding "the brewers
themselves are not going to be represented in spring break
activities this year. There are no beer companies involved
in activities at Daytona Beach this year, confirmed Suzanne
Smith, vice president of special events and tourism at
Daytona. Andersonadded that Beer Institute members Vvaiit'
to work with Novello to fight underaged drinking and
alcohol abuse.In 1989,however,Miller's part of the "fight"
was to pass out hats andbottle openers urging users to drink
"responsibly." Thedevices were emblazoned with thelogos
of Miller s beer brands.If Novello succeedsinreining in the
beer companies' appeals to young people, it could help
control drinking, said Alexander Wagenaar, a professor at
the University of Minnesota's School of Public Health.
Reductions inpromotional effort willmakeit less okay"for
students to drink,he contended. Wagenaar would like to see
campus, state and even federal legislation banning alcohol
ads on campuses.In 1989 Congress considered, but didnot
pass, abill that wouldhave cut offfederal funding to schools
that failed to restrict alcohol promotions on their campuses,
including studentnewspapers. Alcoholmanufacturers have
a right to advertise on campus, Wisconsin's Suder main
tained.
'Halllies withinthe individual'sresponsibility," Suder said

A student's display of "porno
graphic" material on his StateUniver
sity of New York at Binghamton dorm
room door has threatened to push him
into court to face criminal charges.
Graham Firestone, a senior at
Binghamton, could be charged with
lewd and indecent behavior for dis
playingposters depicting,amongother
things, oral sex and male and female
genitalia onthe outsideof his residence
hall room door. "Ridiculous," said
Michael Mannheimer, Firestone's ad
viser from the Binghamton Civil Libsties Union. "In this case, the univer
sity has no right to declare something
obscene if it's not declaredso in a court
of law." Firestone calls the posters of
sex acts and photos clipped out of
Penthouse magazine "a kind of
avant-garde photography." SUNYBinghamton officials, who declineof
ficial comment on an ongoing matter
•hat could involve legal proceedings,
apparently just saw them as pornogra
phy. One of the officials, a residence
hall adviser, began the controversy in
fi^cember by removing posters and
Pictures ofsex acts andbody parts from
Firestone's door.Firestonereplaced the
Pictures with similar images. Other
students on the floor put up their own
avant garde" displays in support. On
lan. 25, they all received letters from
dewing College Coordinator Denise
kelson ordering the images removed
h^ause their "location are (sic) inap
propriate." Firestone took down the

posters, but replaced them with the
Penthouse photos.
But officials still weren't happy.
JudicialAffairsCoordinatorStephen
Nelson said in a Feb. 14 letter to
Firestone that Firestone must "remove
any (pictures) which depict sexualacts,
male and or female genitalia andother
similar material" by 5 p.m. on Feb. 18
or be charged with lewd and indecent
behavior. On Feb. 18, students on the
floor sawNelson himself removing the
Penthouse pictures from Firestone's
door. Nelson did leave a newspaper
photograph of two Japanese dancers
who perform topless, subsequently
explaining the dancers werepracticing
"an art form." "Why does this college
wish to censor and be stricter than the
laws of New York State?" Firestone
asked in requesting a hearing to defend
himself. No hearing date has been set

yet. Students' dorm rooms at other
campuses also have turned into free
speech testinggrounds inrecent weeks.
InFebruary,Iowa S tateUniversity dorm
officials ordered a student to remove
anti-Iraqi cartoons from his dormroom
door,claiming thecartoonscouldoffend
people. Officials at CornellUniversity
told students to take flags and yellow
ribbons,put upin supportofU.S. troops
in the Persian Gulf, out of their dor
mitory windows because they violated
campus prohibitions against dorm dis
plays that could fall and injure passersby. Such restrictions anger civil
libertarians, who note theU.S. Consti
tution allows authorities tocontrolonly
how people behave, not what they say.
"Behavior clearly indicates conduct,
not posters, which would fall under
speech," Binghamton lawyer
Mannheimer said.
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EDITORIAL

rate Saddam

Weighing the pros
Once again, the Greek system has become the target of attacks from
faculty andstaffoftheUniversity. Ironically,thecomplaintscome from those
individuals who have little baas for knowledge regarding the Greeks. While
many faculty participate heavily in UOP activities and have a foundation in
understanding student life on campus, there are many others whocut down
with only aereotype leading their opinion. To many such opponents, the
Greeks represent a social party system...a deterrent toeducation. While we
cannot in good conscience deny any social programming by the Greeks, the
system has many positive attributes that weigh equally to the system's
shortcomings.
Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the Greek system on this campus
is its ability to stimulate unity within the campus community. On a campus
that has been deemed everything from "ultra conservative" to "apathetic",
the Greek system has been instrumental in developing teamwork, brother
hood/sisterhood and cooperation. Without the Greek system, it wouldseem
that thecampus would indeed go toward thedirection of the two undesirable
adjectives above. However, through programming, activities and Greek
participation in University sponsoredevents(i.e.BandFrolic,Homecoming,
etc.) the family of Greek memberspresent apositive image of student life on
campus.
One of the most overlooked qualities of the Greek system is its
involvement in philanthropy. Each year, thousands of dollars are raised by
various fraternities and sororities for non profit organizations. Phi Delta
Theta's 'Phis and Thighs", Delta Gamma's "Anchor Splash", Archania's
'Teeter-Totter" andTriDelta's"DeltatoDeltaRun,"amongotherevents, are
excellent examples of UOP's Greeks working to build a stronger image for
the University and its students. These activities also offernon-Greek students
a chance to participate not only in thesystem, but also in the philanthropy as
well.
If any fault can be found on the part of the Greeks, it could only be that
philanthropy is poorly advertised. Hundreds of students, faculty and Greek
members may contribute, but seldom do we here howmuchmoney has been
earned for the philanthropy. Maybe the Greek system needs to look at
publicizing its positive attributes more widely. There's no way for those
people who don't live within thesystem toknow what they're missing if it's
not public knowledge.An attempt at positive publicity may be oftremendous
help to the Greek system. More collaboration between Greeks and Residen
tial Life would be a start. Invitations for faculty participation is another. Not
only would it benefit attendance, but such publicity may eradicate negative
stereotypes as well.
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Police brutality won't stop with reorganization
from the officers make no mention of "suspect" would have been arrested,
excessive speed. Even more recent tried and convicted. It would've
reports indicate that some officers probably never reached the public that
conceded that the victim was only there was any controversy involved.
One of the problems, I strongly
travelling at 55 mph. If this is the case,
what was the victim/suspect being believe, is that the subject involved is
chased for? And why were 15 officers Black. The bigots of society still con
needed to apprehend one man?
tend that the white officers must have
Thus far, four officers have been had warrant to chase and beat this man.
arrested for assault while the remaining It's a safe bet that had the subject been
11 are under investigation. While this white, these same disbelievers would
is a step in the right direction, it still rally behind him to take care of the
does not constitute any resolution.
corrupt policeauthority. However, this
The problem in this case is a prob bigoted segmentof our population will
lem with law enforcement across the remain steadfast in their belief that
country, A recent Time magazine-poll exploitation and abuse of Africanshows that 48 percent of the people Americans isjustifiedorthey will close
polled think that this type of behavior their mind to the possibility that these
occurs on occasion in their own com problems existat all. Tothem, the Civil
munities. Yet, what's being done? Rights Movement changed everything
Thousands of casescome under inves and the world is in harmony.
tigation annually, but to little avail and
The tragedy is not only that this
to little press. For every videotaped type of harassment goes on daily, but
experience, how many occur each day that little is effective to combat it. For
that aren't seen? Unfortunately, had
this case not been videotaped, the

The videotaped police beating of a
Black man in Los Angeles in early
March has met much criticism. Some
viewers propose that the officers must
have had a justifiable reason for their
actions while others believe that the
case is just another example of police
brutality and "overly aggressive offic
ers." The truth, in my opinion, is that
neither of these excuses hold much
weight. It seems obvious that while
this was indeed another case ofbrutality,
what must not be overlooked is the
cause of the abuse, specifically racism.
Upon overcoming the "suspect,"
15 officers arrived to "aid in the ap
prehension." Itwasatthispointthatan
amateur photographer recorded the
kicking, beating and pushing of the
victim, who had already been zapped
with a 50,000 volt stun gun.
After the incident, officers in
volved, claimed that the victim was
being chased for excessive speed, sup
posedly exceeding 115 mph. Police
records show that early radio reports
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Have you got somethingyou want to say about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican? Why not write a letter to the editor?
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.
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World On Wednesday
Ah, ain't life grand these days,
what with the Gulf War over and all?
Still, you've got to wonder what
they're going to do with Saddam
Hussein. The "they" in this
ponderment are the Iraqi people. I
mean, are they going to keep him?
Do they have a choice?
I asked the guy down the hall
form me, Burl Bumpkin, what he
thoughtthey should do with Saddam.
String em up,' said Burl, his eyes
all aglow with the prospect
"What about giving him a trial
first?," I inquired. "He didn't give
none of them there Saudis any trial
afore he launched them Spud mis
siles at 'em!," Burl responded.
"Scud missiles, Burl. He
launched scud missiles. A spud is a
potato," I said, thinking to myself
how much Burlactually resembled a
potato.
"Spud, scud, whatever! We
shoulda just nuked the little worm!
Turn that sand intoglass, that's what
we shoula done." Burl was getting
upset. I could tell by theway hisears
were turning beet red. Two more
minutes of this and he would have
burst an aneurism.
"Burl, ol' buddy," I
said,"Calm down. Relax. I'm sure
the military knew what they were
doing. Really, it'll be OK." Burl just
kind of grunted at what I said, not
wanting to openly question the abil
ity of the military in a time of such
patriotic fervor. He then walked off
down thehall, making me wonder to
myself how they could stack pota
toes that high. *
I hadn 't gone ten steps when
I was confronted by a guy in a light
brown shirt and matching pants, his
lapel covered with little American
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flag pins. "Allow me to introduce my
self," he said,"My name is Tadley
Scruge, and I'm a member of the Stu
dents Touting a United Patriot Ideo
logical Democracy. We call ourselves
the Young Patriots Club for short. I
couldn t help but overhear your con
versation with BrotherBurl, and I think
it's very interesting that you think
Saddam Hussein is entitled to a trial.
You didn't happen to vote for Dukakis
in the last presidential election, did
you?"
"No, as a matter of fact I
didn't," I said, trying to fathom the
connection,"but I didn't vote for
Quayle, either."Tadley wasnot amused.
He took out a little black note pad and
gingerly flipped through it.
"Sherman, isn't it? Donald
C?" he inquired. "Yes," I replied,
amazed at his knowing my name. He
continued on,"Says here that you don't
own an American flag. In fact it says
that you have the flag of one of
America'sformerenemiesprominently

displayed in your room!"A crowd was
starting to gather. "You don't drive an
American car, either, not only that,
but..." he paused to draw the crowd
closer in,"You go to the SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES!"
There was a collective gasp
from the crowd. I looked about meand
took stock of the collective faces. "We
never knew,"I heard one couple say to
Tadley. "He seemed like such a nice
guy," said my neighbor,Jake. "You can
never tell with these subversive types,'
Tadley said aloud, his face lined with a
self-righteous smirk.
"Excuse me, people," I
said,"but this man is insane." "You
mean you are not an SIS student?"
asked one guy. "I am an SIS student,' I
retorted,"but I'm not a subversive.

By Stacey Grey

"Subversive; SIS student,
what's the difference?" asked
Tadley,"It's all just a matter of se
mantics anyway." Looking around,
I could see that he had them in a
quandry. First off, half of them had
never heard the word 'semantics'
before, and the rest thought that it
was a place where men went to be
come priests.
I took advantage of the si
lence to speak. "SIS is a school just
like the School of Business, or the
College of the Pacific. We're just
trying to have an international per
spective in our views, "that doesn't
make us traitors."
Oh,, yeah," ;v«vu
yelled a vuitV/
voice 11in
the crowd,"Then what about the Iraqili
flag in your room?" "It's not Iraqi,"
I responded,"It's Japanese. I went
there last semester."
"Ah-hah!" shouted
Tadley, He'sprobablyadrugrunner
too!"
"Tadley," I said,"In your case
i think Dan Quayle was right; 'A
mind is a terrible thing.' ATT. SIS
students spend at least one semester
abroad so as to better understand the
international scene, and so that they
can more readily appreciate the
complexities of the global
enviroment, among other things.
"Uh... I knew that," said Tadley,
proving himself to be a graduate of
the Pee Wee Herman school of Logic.
Don, he continued,"I'd love to stay
and chat about your little foo-fooSIS
stuff, but I've got peace signs to pain t
over. So, if you'll just excuse me."
With that note he was off like light
ning to save the world form igno
rance. or was that to save the world
for ignorance? With Tadley's type,
you never quite knew.

OASIS offers international experience

1

UOPand SIS," said theformer speaker
of OASIS, Salena Spain.
The third International Spring Con
ference, hosted by the Open Assembly

of the School of International Studies,
will take place tomorrow and Saturday.
The purpose of the event is to generate
international awareness while also
bringing outside attention to SIS and
UOP.
This year's conference, entitled
"Recognizing Global Change", covers
the discussion of key issues of today in
its three set panel groups consisting of

three noted speakers. The first panel,
"US/USSR: Old Interests, New Al
lies, will hit uponUS/Soviet relations,
Soviet nationalism in the Baltics, and
new allies in the Middle East. Panel
two, called "The Emergence of Eco
nomic Power," will present the devel
opment of the European Community,
Japan in the world economy, and trad(See OASIS, page 12)

Staff Writer

"Compared to 20 or 30 years ago
when we were on top in areas of
service and products, the United
States might be slipping," says Uni
versity of thePacific professor, James
Goodrich. Goodrich's topic at the
March 13, 1991, World on Wednes
day was "U.S. Competitiveness in
Global Markets: Gaining Strategic
Advantage".
"There are other limitations that
are within our beraucracy," professor
Goodrich says and he expanded on
three of the main limitations. The
first one is the lack of training or no
training at all, of people in high levels
of government. Goodrich feel that
these people need to be trained more
in their field in order to do a successf ul
job in government and stay in their
position longer than few years.
"Keeping people in public service
jobs is getting harder and harder every
year," says Goodrich. According to
the last few president appointees, the
tum over of public service has been
getting increasingly worse. Goodrich
points out that appointees leave their
positions for several reasons, in
cluding poor pay, opposition from
different political groups, and dis
satisfaction in their jobs.
This also ties in with the next
limitation that decreases our com
petitiveness with other countries.
Goodrich says that our government
officials know very little about how
multinationals operate and this is
partly due to the fact that most public
service appointees leave early in their
term. Goodrich says, "most public
service government officials have no
incentive to leam how businesses
operate because they see that their
job is to protect people from busi
nesses."
After pointing out the weaknesses
in our government that are contrib
uting to the lack of U. S. competi
tiveness, professor Goodrich asked,
"Would more government effort re

ally help or could if make things
worse?"
With these limitations in mind,
Goodrich brought his lecture to an
end pointing out things that could be
done. He feels the most obvious is to
reorganize by setting up a politically
independent institution to put to
gether successful strategies to im
prove trade policies. "This institution

would more than likely be the office
of the U.S. Trade Representative; the
U.S. Public Relations," said
Goodrich. After reorganization, he
also feels that the traderepresentative
would need tostay in the position for
a period of time to acquire interna
tional expertise and the ability to
think analytically would benefit this
position.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCENE

Southern Cal
imports water
Laurel Handly
Staff Writer
The last few months California has experienced the onset of a
drought. As the lack of water continues to grow as an issue, the challenge
proceeds to become more vital. The cities as well as agricultural areas
are experiencing a great loss and solutions need to be found. The
question is how will California be able to find a solution in time?
The damage in a small southern California town, caused by the
drought, has inspired an idea The citizens of Goleta, Santa Barbara
County, plan to import water from Canada, to supplement its quickly
dwindling water supply.
Presently the people of Goleta are trying to complete the
complicated permit process that would allow them toimport waterfrom
British Columbia by supertanker. In a frantic, they know that they need
to huny. Within a year their reservoir, Lake Cachuma, will be dry.
The residents of Goleta have been rationing water for over two
years. Normally the community uses 16,000feetofacrewatereachyear.
At present, they are scraping by on only 10,000 acre feet of water.
This hardship would come to an end if they are able to draw
from Canadian water sources. 7,500 acre feet of water would be
shipped, by supertanker, from an area in British Columbia that averages
more than 150 inches of rainfall annually. Goleta, in comparison, only
received six inches of rain in 1990.
Although the process of shipping water from Canada is very
costly, the people realize that they have little choice. Water shipped in
tankers will cost somewhere between $2,300 and $4,000 per acre foot.
Options are few, however, and this would seem the best solution.
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Visual Energy getting down

FEATURE
Stockton locals look at UOP KUOP tailors to students taste
By Christina Bieler
Guest Writer

"With horns blowing, crowds
cheering and banners flying, faculty
and students one hundred eighty strong
made a triumphal entry by automobile
into the city. Round and around the
courthouse square we circled, then took
possession of the court house steps,
and for fifteen minutesshowed Stockton
what pep, enthusiasm and college at
mosphere means." (History of the
College of the Pacific)
This was Pacific's day in Stockton
68 years ago on April 18,1922. Many
things have changed since then.
Presidents have come and gone, as well
as faculty and students, since College
of the Pacific was founded in 1851.
During that early time period, it was a
distant dream to reach the status of
university. The rapid growth of thecity
of Stockton and the growing respect of
the Pacific as a university facilitated
developing attitudes in Stockton that
have continued to change and grow
since that very first day in April, 1922.
Though these attitudes vary from
positive to negative, for the most part,
the surrounding community supports
the school and what it stands for. With
over3,500students attending this highprice institution, UOP has developed a
somewhat elitist reputation amongst
the residents of Stockton. UOP stu
dents are a common sight at local res
taurants, food stores, bars and miscel
laneous shops. With so many students
frequenting Stockton businesses, it is
not unusual that the University devel
oped some stereotypes that may or may
not be true.
Sarah Fosberg, a junior at UOP
said,"Students from hereare extremely
visible around Stockton. Most teenag
ers you see aren't driving BMW's un
less they attend UOP. That's a pretty
strong stereotype, but it tends to be

true." Astereotypeisdefinedasafixed
idea or popular conception. When I
questioned local businessesabout their
views on UOP, I received a variety of
answers.
Dena, a waitress at Stockton Rocks
said, "UOP students can be closeminded and snotty. They don't know
anything about the reality (of life) and
the students don't respect the people
who live here."
John, an employee at Fry's Market
said that students can sometimes be
obnoxious but most of them are polite.
Both Dena and John said that they find
the females to be more impolite than
the males. This comment was repeated
verbatim at severalof theestablishments
that I visited.
The Stockton Hilton was very
positive about UOP and their constant
flow of visitors. Crisanta,an employee
at the Hilton, said, "I enjoy the func
tions and special events that UOP has
here; parents always stop at the front
desk to settle their accounts and are
very positive."
Matthew, another employee at the
Hilton commented, "I enjoyed talking
to the recruiters this past weekend, it
makes work more interesting."
"Many students find the people in
Stockton to be unhelpful," said Emma
Park,asophomoreat UOP. "ButI think
if you're friendly to them they are
usually friendly back."
Rhonda, from Kinko'sCopies, says
that students are usually nice and con
siderate. "A few yearsago the students
were a lot worse than they are now. It's
obvious that they have money, but it's
easy to help them because they know
what they want."
The Catfish Cafe, which tempts
students on Wednesday nights with
drinks for a dollar, finds students to be
"friendly when you get to know them
but, they drink a lot," says Max, the
manager of the Catfish. "The students

don't tip, and every Wednesday night
they steal the yellow pages. But, over
all they are nice kids. They are rowdy,
but they don't start fights or cause any
problems, except for the yellow pages."
Tino,ofMr.A'sLiquorStoreagrees,
"Those kids have good attitudes and I
like selling to them. I've never had any
problems and we count on those stu
dents for business."
Lucky Food StoreonPacific Avenue
was full of good things to say about
UOP. Russell, a bagger said, "You can
always hear them come in, being loud
and laughing, you can tell they are
having a good time."
Tammy, another Lucky employee
says, "UOP students come in crowds,
after a late class, after a party, before a
party, or during finals. I like to see
them. Theguys come in every year and
sing Christmas carols. They're all in
here late at night buying munchies."
Overall, Lucky's finds UOP students
to be entertaining and usually friendly,
"even if I take away a few fake ID's
here and there," says Tammy with a
smile.
In the end, I did not find everything
I expected. Most people I spoke to,
held the common belief that UOP stu
dents have potential to succeed in the
future, but right now they are just
looking for a good time. "It's the
atmosphere that they (students) bring
to Stockton. I love that atmosphere,"
says Shamra, an employee at Tiger's
Yogurt.
"The preconceived notion that
Stockton dislikes UOP is exactly that;
a preconceived notion. I do not think
anyone has actually made the attempt
to be friendly. But, these opinions just
demonstrate thatstudents should make
the extra effort," said UOP junior, Jon
Barton.

Skating into the 90's
By Carrie Christensen
Guest Writer
College students arc constantly on
the look out for an invigorating yet
easily accessible method of keeping fit
Figure skating is the perfect solution
for both men and women who are
looking for exercise to trim and tone
leg muscles. "It's an easy sport to have
fun with. You don't have to be a pro to
get a good workout from an afternoon
on the ice," says Craig Henderson,
professional figure skater and coach at
Oak Parte.
Skating, for most, is a seasonal sport
which is not thought of until after the
first snow, or at least well into the
Christmas season. It is true that most
rinks offer a limited mid-October to
mid-March schedule, but that should

not be a deterrent for the enthusiastic
athlete. With a little research, skating
can become a year-round activity.
Skating is one of the most person
alized sports today. The skater controls
all aspects of the program. Since a
coach or trainer is not necessary the
greatest expense of the sport is elimi
nated. Skates are available in a wide
range of prices and styles and the type
of skate should depend on the amount
and typeof skating the individual plans
to pursue. The lower end of the price
range is approximately $50 for a pair of
skates purchased at a local sporting
goods store.
The Polar Bear Club Pro Shop at
Oak Park Ice Arena is owned and run
by Henderson. It does not carry skates
in stock, but gives excellent referrals to
shops where good skates can be found.

Ask questions about how to purchase
the proper skate because Henderson is
knowledgeable and qualified toanswer
any questions about skating. The worst
way to start skating iswith an ill-fitting
pair of skates so become informed.
If your skates do not fit properly,
they can cause extremely large and
painful blisters, along with incredibly
painful foot cramps. Being able to tell
if your skates fit properly is a difficult
task. There are a couple of things to
keep in mind when buying brand new
skates. Iftheskatefeelsstiff.itdoesnot
mean that it does not fit Skates are
made of leather and brand new leather
needs wearing before it is broken in.
Depending on how much skating is
done, breaking in a pair of skates can
take anywhere from two weeks to two

of this great institution by attending
two special free events that day. At 11
am the Founders Day Service will be
held in MorrisChapel. Joe Subbiondo,
vice president for Academic Affair^
will speak about the unique heritage of
the University. At 8 pm that evening,
the President's Founders Day Concert
willbegiven in theFayeSpanosConcert
Hall. The Pacific Symphonic Wind
Ensemble and the University Concert
Band, under the direction of Robert

Halseth, will present celebration mu
sic. President Atchley will honor sev
eral Honorary and Retiring members
of the Board of Regents for their many
years of dedicated leadership and
generosity to the University of the Pa
cific.
Also included will beseveral student
recitals performed by members of the
UOP Conservatory of Music. All of
theseexcepttheJazzEnsembleconcert
are free to UOP students.

(See
SKATING,
\
*• •• * **/ back
i/wcr page)

Founders Day starts at UOP
By Krista Huntsman
Feature Editor
In 1988, President Bill Atchley re
established Founders Day as a time set
aside to commemorate the University
of the Pacific's history as the oldest
chartered institution of higher educa
tion in California. This year, Founders
Day hasbeen set for Wednesday, March
27. We invite all of the UOP commu
nity to celebrate the 140th anniversary
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Most students at UOP know KUOP
as the campus radio station that plays
mostly classical and jazz music.
However, within the past year KUOP
has implemented a new programming

field. Featured are Jellyfish, the Trash
Can Sinatras, Maggie's Dream, Minis
try, Red Flag, Nine Inch Nailsas well as
classics from The Cure, U2,The Smiths,
Pet Shop Boys, Jane's Addiction and
New Order.
"The Progressive Connection" is
hosted by student Disc Jockies with a

slot which now allots for the younger,
new music generation.
On weekdays from midnight to 4
am you can hear the latest in modern
rock broadcasted on KUOP 91.3 FM.
The show entitled "The Progressive
Connection" plays the most cunrent
releases from the newest bands in the

different DJ each evening. The first
two hours of thefour hour show are live
which allows for listener call-ins and
requests. The show is on reel to reel
tape from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m.
"Each DJ plays a different type of
progressive music. For example,
Michelle Mahoney plays many of the

Bob Yelas
Sytaff Writer
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"The Progressive Connection ind|wate
good for KUOP because it breaks 1
the monotony of jazz and classic
music. It brings the latest in rock \
well as something for the students he
at UOP," says loyal listener, Ti
Newberry.
KUOP 91.3 FM is a public rad
station which means that there are
erally no commercials. Funding
KUOP is provided mainly by donal
and grants from listeners and lc
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Band Frolic entertains audience Drama production opens tonight
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The tradition of Band Frolic began
in 1928 as a fundraiser for the UOP
Conservatory. The 63rd annual Band
Frolic took place last Saturday night in
the A.G. Spanos Center.
Archania won the Sweepstakes
award with theirclever skit called "The
Aquatic Adventure of Captain Beau",
which was about a crew of men
searching for a paradise island. Hu
morous and innovative pieces of the
skit, such as the huge pink bunny
playing the drums kept the crowd
entertained, but their dancing and
memorable kicklines are most likely
what won the crowd over in the end.
Delta Gamma's "Seasick from the
Seaslick", only a few points behind
Archania, won first place in the
women's division. This skit was a take
off on the 'Little Mermaid' movie and
underwater polution, featuring sequin

adorned fish dancing to the tunes of
Reggae. The first place winner of the
co-ed division was awarded to South
west Hall. They presented a skit called
"New Kids and the Search for Soul",
which was based on 'New Kids on the
Block' coming to UOP to get a 'soul'
education
Megan Ferito, chairperson of this
year's Band Frolic, stated "Everybody
who participated presented anexcellent
show and overall, Band Frolic was a
great success."
The judging system for Band Frolic
is made up of five anonymous and
unbiased judges from the UOP faculty
and community, randomly seated in
the audience. There were five catego
ries involved in the scoring process;
Scripts/Acting, Music, Dance/Move
ment,StagingandGeneralEffect. Each
of these is judged by one of theselected
judges (General Effect having more
importance than the others).
The participants of Band Frolic
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included a total of seven Greek social
groups and 3 campus living groups; By Mark Hautain
Staff Writer
Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta,
Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Gamma,
There's excitement in the air sur
Archania, Phi DeltaTheta, Omega Phi
rounding
theUOPdepartmentof drama
Alpha, Southwest Hall, Eiselen House
and
dance
and rightfully so. Tonight
and Grace Covell Hall.
marks
the
opening night of the
"I was a little disappointed that
department's
first production of the
more of the co-ed houses did not par
Spring
semester,
Carlo Goldoni's The
ticipate and hope that we can encour
ServantofTwoMasters.
Performances
age participaton next year," said Rob
are
scheduled
for
March
20,21,22,23
ert Halseth, Band Frolic advisor. He
and
24
at
8:00
pm
in
the
Long
Theatre.
plans todo whatever is necessary to get
Ticket
prices
are
$8.00
for
general
ad
the other groups involved next year.
mission
and
$4.00
for
students,
senior
Proceeds from 1991 Band Frolic go
into a Band Frolic account which is citizens and UOP staff.
UOP professor, William Wolak,
used to fund tours for the Wind En
adapted
this version of the play and
semble. It has not yet been calculated
describes it as, "a delightful farce of
how much money was raised, but the
mistaken identity, youthful romance
committee estimates that the one night
and zany mischief as a rascally servant
presentation (as opposed to the original
tries to work for two masters at the
two night Band Frolic) will increase
same time."
profits.
Originally the play was written as a
contemporary Italian farce greatly re
sembling the traditional Commedia
dell'Arte. However, Goldoni was
searching for a way tocapture the audi
ence and involve them in the charac
ters' struggles. In order to accomplish
this he would have to humanize each
character and emphasize the conse
quences of their situation, should they
be discovered.
The struggles of Beatrice and
Rufoldo revolve around some basic
human concerns. They are: love, mar
riage and economic security. Dr.Wolak

describes the character of Beatriceas a Dr. Wolak saw fit to localize the cir
charmingly clever young woman who cumstances of the play while following
outwits her male counterparts. Dis the same comic plot and keeping the
guised as herrecentlydeceasedbrother, same humorous spirit of thecharacters.
Beatrice enters a male dominated 18th
The cast of The Servant of Two
century business world.
Masters consists entirely of UOP stu
Rufoldo is the servant who tries to dents. The lead role are played by
enhance his lifestyle by taking advan Annette Wicks (Beatrice) and Keith
tage of circumstances and serving two Ferguson as the servant (Rufoldo).
bosses at once. His character has para Additional castmembers include Robin
doxical qualities. He is a zany young Chell, Liesl Dunn, Clint Fleener, Man
man who mistakenly accomplishes Gardner, Dan Hanttula, David
everything he sets out to do through Greenberg, Jimmy Nguyen, Janet
blunders and stupidity.
Saunders and Aaron Smith. Theplayis
In the original version of the play directed by Dr. William J. Wolak, with
Goldoni used Italian references and a sets and lighting designed by Darnell C.
formal style of dialogue inappropriate Persels and costumes designed by
for a modem English audience. Thus, Sandra L. Persels.

The ROAD to Hollywood
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Archania rows its way to the Sweepstakes.
ashes TO ASHES,1
POST TO DOST.) I

Annette Wicks and Clint Fleerier rehearse their parts in the
"Servant of Two Masters."

The 63rd Annual Academy Awards
will be presented on Monday, March
25, 1991 in Los Angeles, but UOP
students can see the winners at the
McCaffrey CenterGame Room. How?
Simply participate in ROAD's Acad
emy Awards Night on Monday Night.
"We're trying tomake it an opening
night typeof atmosphere"," says Randy
Haveson, program coordinator, who
along with hiscrew of ROAD workers

has been working to ready the event.
"We're going to have the large screen
TV set up, and students can have pop
corn, candy and soft drinks."
Other beverages will come from
the ROAD program's new "ROADside
Pub," anon-alcoholic bar that Haveson
and his crew are offering to Greek
houses and other residencesas a means
of offering alternatives to alcohol. The
)2<OADj§cls£Pub" will be serving, ^
' SahSoij? of^ocKtaiEs oti AfcadfcnTy
Awards Night.
During intermission,a movie trivia

competition will be held to challenge
students' memories of their favorite
actors and previous Oscar winners.
Another competition willallow students
to choose what actors and movies will
win the awards for the evening. The
student choosing the most winners will
win a grand prize.
The ROAD program will be hold
ing the event from the opening of the
Lds
op. until 10 p.m. For
nfgtniauof), Contact the pro- at 946-2256.
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Tiger Tracks Lady Tigers breaking records
Despite rain, softball comes clean

Thursday, March 21
Women's Tennis vs. Fresno State

2:00 p.m.

On Saturday March 16, UOP
hosted St. Mary's. UOP swept the
doubleheader with scores of 9-0 and
4-0. One remarkable aspect about
these two games is that Sue Cardinale
and Lea Lopez pitched back to back
no hitters. This was the first time in
UOP history that such an event has
happened.
Cardinale pitched the first game.
She struck out five in the victory.
Cardinale not only pitched well, but
she had a great game with the bat.
She went 2-4 with a double and a
triple. Cardinale is now 6-3.
McDowell went 2-4 and contin
ued her stolen base tear, stealing once
in two attempts. Jeter went 1-3 and
also had a stolen base. TioneLummer
went 2-4 with a double with a stolen
base. Pacific truly dominated the
first game.
In the second game, Lea Lopez
pitched the second no hitter for that d

By Boyd Nies
Senior Staff Writer

Saturday, March 23
Baseball vs Cal Poly-SLO
Softball at New Mexico State
Women's Tennis vs. Harvard
Club Volleyball at Sac. State
Lacrosse vs. Sac. State

7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. (MST)
10:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Sunday, March 24
Baseball vs Cal Poly-SLO
Club Volleyball at Sonoma St.

7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Monday, March 25
Baseball vs Cal Poly-SLO

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 26
Softball vs. Standford

The UOP softball team was in
action again this week. Six games
were scheduled for the week but
only three were actually played.
The doubleheader against Santa
Clara scheduled for Sunday was
cancelled.due to the rain, while the
Tigers were able to play their other
three games.
On Thursday March 14, theLady
Tigers went to Sacramento to face
Sacramento State. Only one game
of the doubleheader could be played
due to rain. In the first game, UOP
won by a score of 3-1. Lea Lopez
gave up two hits and struck out four
to get the win.
The Lady Tigers had seven hits.
Kris McDowell went 1 -4 and picked
up a stolen base. Angela Jeter went
1-3 and also had a stolen base.

0

day. She is now 5-5 in her first season
with Pacific. Lummer went 2-3
while Jeter was 1-4 with a stolen
base. McDowell had two hits in four
at bats and earned a stolen base. She
stole two bases in four attempts for

"We've shown that
we can play well
against top teams"
-Theresa Lowry
Head Coach
the day.
Head Coach Theresa Lowry feels
that her team will finish conference
play very well. With performances
similar to McDowell's, UOP has to
finish strong.
"Right now she is on a pace to
break the all-time stolen base record
when she leaves. She's already ninth
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Two up, two down for Pacific Tigers conclude '90-'91 seasonggSS

By Dave Brown
Staff Writer

—mm

The University of the Pacific's last
four baseball games have given the
Tigers mixed results. The Tigers have
two wins and two losses to show for
their effort, putting their record at 1115.
In their March 14 game against
Stanford University, the Tigers pre
vailed in a rain-shortened contest with
a 4-1 victory.
Keith Johnson clubbed his fifth
home run of the season and Jim Yanko
improved his record to 2-2. Yanko was
impressive, striking out seven batters
and scattering four hits in five innings
of work.
The other side of the coin fell on
Saturday when the Tigers were swept
in their double header against Sacra
mento State. The Hornets cause \yas
aided in the first game by three UOP
errors in a four run third inning. By the
fifth inning the Hornets put 10 runs
across the plate, brushing off theTigers
with a 10-1 lead.
Although the game came as close
as 10-7 with a seventh inning rally, it
was not enough for the Tigers to regain
control and Sacramento claimed the
win 11-7.

See true champions a.
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Tigers Baseball prepare for weekend games
It was their final game Tuesday,
March 19, that balanced the week out
as the Tigers outlasted USF 3-0. "Die
first six innings left no inclinatjp/iof
the final outcome as the scoreboard
was still 0-0.
The Tigers firstshowed some threat
in thefourth, with men on first and third
and noout, but USFthird baseman Tim
Dilollo snagged a Johnson shot down
the line, tagged the runner hedging off
third, and threwJohnson out to help get
out of the inning. This seemed to put
the drive back in the Tigers as they

scored a single run in each of the next
three innings.
UOP was paced at the plate by
home runs from Johnson in the seventh
and Chad Russo in the eighth. Yanko
was one of the stars of the afternoon as
he threw an exciting four-hitter, adding
nine strikeouts and no walks to his
total.
The Tigers' next three games will
be this weekend as they face Cal PolySLO Saturday through Monday.

Student athletes wanted
program. The first is Student/Athlete
Week and the second is a Computer
Pen Pal program.
The University of the Pacific, un
During the week of April 15-19,
der the guidance of Dr. Sue Eskridge the State of California is honoring
and Kathy Klein, is putting together student athletes. During this week,
an Outreach Program for the local the University of the Pacific would
elementary and high schools.
like pairs of athletes to go out and
The purpose of this program is to just talk with the kids at local el
make the community aware of the ementary and high schools about
University's efforts to help improve school and sports. It will be very
youngsters' lives and to show local informal and will only take about
youth how important it is to stay in two hours.It will increaseattendance
at Pacific sporting events and could
school and stay away from drugs.
The program needs the help of also makea major impact on achild's
Pacific athletes to make it work.There life.
For the second area, UOP needs
are actually two different areas of the

By Andrea Peterson
Sports Editor

about 20 athletes (male and female)
to volunteer to be computer pen pals
with local elementary students. This
will require only a one-hour training
session on the computers and then
twenty minutes a week to keep in
touch with your pen pal. The training
session will be held on Monday,
March 25.
Both of these Outreach Programs
are opportunities for student athletes
at Pacific to get involved with the
community, to make new friends and
to have some fun.
Anyone interested, please contact
Steve Mehl at 472-1979 or Robin
Schmitt at 944-7664 ASAP.

Editor in Chief

Although the University of the Pa
cific men's basketball team did not
receive an NCAA bid, Head Coach
Bob Thomason was pleased with the
outcome of the season. "After the first
six games of the season, we began to
play solid basketball," said Thomason.
"I was pleased with our third place
finish, but I wish we would have made
it to the championship game."
Pacific's third place Big West Con
ference finish is the highest the Tigers
have finished in league play since the
1978-79 season when the Tigers won
the then Pacific Coast Athletic Asso
ciation (PCAA) Championship.
Along with the successful season
that the Tigers had,came seveRd indi
vidual honors including record break
ing marks. Center Don Lyttle con
cluded his four year career at Pacific
earning All-Big West Conference
Second Team honors for the second
consecutive year. Lyttle finishes his
career with 1,422 points in 114 games
at Pacific, averaging 12.4 points per
game. Lyttle ranks fifth among the
career scoring leaders, while his 796
career rebounds ranks him eighth on
the all time list.
In addition, junior guard Dell
Demps received All-Conference hon
ors for the second year in a row. After
being named All-Big West Conference
Season Team in in 1989-90, Demps
was named All-Big West Conference
Honorable Mention in 1990-91. Demps
has joined teammate Don Lyttle as the
19th player in Pacific history to score
1,000 points. He currently has 1,173
points in 85 games with 13.8 points per
game average. He has moved onto
Pacific's all-time scoring list at the
number 12 spot and is presently
Pacific's all time three-point field goal
leader with 152.
The Tigers received consistent play
from several members of the team
throughout the season, but perhaps the

steadiest of them all was junior forward
Randy Lavender. Lavender started 26
out of 29 games this year, including the
last 19 in a row. Lavender was second
for the Tigers in rebounding with 5.7
per game, and wasthird in scoring with
11 points per game. The junior forward
scored in double figures in 17 out of the
Tigers' 29 games this year, including
six out of the last seven games.
Now that the season is over, the
Tigers, along with Coach Bob
Thomason, must look forward to next

Preferred qualifications:
• Previous college newspaper journalism experience
• Excellent management and motivational skills
• Computer (Macintosh) and publishing skills

Apply NOW for the 1991-92 Pacifican staff

Applications available at The Pacifican offices, 3rd Floor, Hand Hall. For more information, call 946-2113
FREE BAGEL BRUNCH
OPEN TO ONE AND ALL!!
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year. "I believe we have a strt^ ^venl down 13-15 with t
nucleus returning next season,"
San Jose State. 1-3,
Thomason. "Hopefully, we willt
lucky with our recruiting and bring
some strong players. With Lyttle f"ftxT
•—
Woods graduating, our team has so I Dp/--,
^13
E<3
big shoes to fill."
Several key players will be retu .
ing next year from this season'ssqu"
Hopefully, these players will be abl<
work well with the new reci
building a strong bond of chemisl
produce a successful season next yt~7

• Flights Worldwide
• Similar Low Fares From All
Major U.S. Cities
• Low Cost One Way Fares on Request
- Refundable, Changeable. Flexible
• Eurail Passes. I.D. Cards. Tours
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Tiger pride at its best

>2 Shaltuck Sq
Berkeley. CA 94704

1-800-777-0112 <L A ,
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Final home game for men's volleyball
jjy Stephanie Mordkin
Staff Wriiter
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LastTuesdaynightwasthelasthome
game for this Tiger team for the season.
The Tigers'opponent was the San Jose
State Men's Volleyball Team.
The Tigers started out strong with
their starting line-up on the court Al
though the first game went quickly to
the men of San Jose State (10-15) the
Tigers never dropped their heads.
The club started the second game
with a large lead over San Jose of 4-1
with a quick aggressive style of play.
This strong play carried them through
this match with magical blocking by A1
Treffiry and Patrick Buike. With all of
this strong blocking the men from San
jose State were noteasily setoff. They
are a veteran team playing against what
might have considered not to challeng
ing a team, but the Tigers proved them
wrong with Ari Kaufman serving the
tieing and then leading score. This
momentum continued and it landed the
Tigers with a 15-8 win over San Jose.

jauiiwuuii ouuug uviviiimivu iu uuvv uiv
game and possibly the match. With
strong and encouraging words from
Coach Joe Wortmann the Tigers took to
the floor like true champions and took
the first point. But it seemed to be no
match for the men from San Jose State,
they took a commanding lead over the
Tigers. Then a dig by Will Fruehling
turned out to be profitable and got the
ball back toUOP. Butthismomentwas
short lived as San Jose retained control
of the ball and the game was over in
what seemed a mere minute.
Despite the Tigers loss, through the
whole game the team never seemed to
loose sight of what they were doing and
that spirit was rallied on by Patrick
Burke and Tim Newberry. These two
players along with their coaches Joe
Wortmann and Rich Carr and their
teammates entered the 4th and final
gamewhichturnedouttobetheirclosest
and toughest of the match.
TheTigers went on the court like a
determined team but San Jose had the
jump on the Tigers and opened to an
early lead. But this did not falter the
Tigers. Don White was on the court
giving directions on how to take down
San Jose and the team responded.
Newberry kept his teammates rallied
with the help of Greg Wheatley, who
wasbeing attacked with poundingshots
from San Jose. At one point when it
seemed to be a total whitewash of the
I
game Newberry rallied his teammates
3 and brought them back into the game.
v
fc The Tigers swiped away the lead from
San Josewith commanding force from
Burke, Wheatley, Fruehling, Waechter
andTreffry. Butwithall of thisrallying
andencouragementby theircoaches,the
team went down 13-15 with the match
we have a stroig
going to San Jose State 1-3.
next season," sad
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INTRAMURALS
Volleyball and softball begin
By Rich CanSenior Staff Writer
BASKF.TR AM,-Play-offsareover
and this year's champions have been
crowned. Seethespecialplay-offresults
box for a complete rundown of all play
off games. The intramural staff wishes
to thank everyone for their cooperation
and help this season. With a record
number of 52 teams and theaddition of
the Co-Rec Division this year, some
times patience wore thin. Despite all
these things, this year's season was a
huge success.
Special congratulations are in order
for Co-Rec Champion "Mammilary
Bodies", Napoleon A Champion "Is
land Style", Napoleon B Champion
"Backyard Bailers" and Men's B
Champion 'Tons of Fun".Each of these
teams finished the intramural season
undefeated.
A special thanks goes out to all
referees and scorekeepers. Although

NCAA
semi-finals

Mike Waechter practices his spike
After the game Coach Joe
Wortmann met with his team to give
them encouraging words and praise for
a match well played.
"We like each other and we respect
each other and that is what makes us a
good team." saidTim Newberry."What
we need to do is learn how to win as a
t e a ma n dpracticem o r e . " T h i s
match wasn'ttheonly one fortheTigers
this past week, on Saturday they trav
eled for the first time to Chico State and
lost (2-15,11-15,6-15). This was the
Tigers first road trip," We fell into the
traveling entrapments. We were late
getting there and we just weren't in the
game. But going away gave us confi
dence," said Coach Wortmann.
This confidence shined through
when the Tigers traveled to Humbolt
State and took the #1 team in their
division 17-15, with Humbolt serving
game point twice. But then the fun
ended and the Tigers were defeated in
3 games 9-15,5-15, 9-15. "Improve
ment is satisfaction and an accom
plishment," said Newberry.
Wortmannholdsalotof confidence
in his team, "They have a positive
attitude and they are the youngestteamage and knowledge-wise about this
sport. But the time will soon come
when we will have fans and they will
make thedifference." Although it is to
late to catch theTigers at home you can
catch them on the road on 3/23 playing

" (»47°° Value ~I
Includes:
Perm.
Haircut. Style) j

6321 PACIFIC AVE.
Innovative
Hair Salon

Night of
champions
By Robert Yelas
Guest Writer
University of thePacific hostsfirst
ever weightlifting competition,
UQP's football team will be hav
ing a weightlifting competition in
the main gym on Wednesday, March
27 from 7 to 9 pm. Professional judges
will be on hand to make sure all the
lifts are official.
Lifts for the "Night of Champi
ons" competition include the bench
and squat. Currently, the three top
weightlifters on the team are Chris
Baus, Jason McKissack and Pete
Miller. McKissack's record for the
bench stands at 600 pounds and
Baus's record is 420 pounds. Both
records are expected to be broken.
The UOP football team has been
training hard all winter for this event
and hopes to put on a good show.
Students as well as the public are
welcome to attend.

EAST REGIONAL
Friday's regional semifinials
At East Rutherford, NJ.
Temple, 23-9, vs.
Oaklahoma State, 24-7
North Carolina, 27-5, vs.
Eastern Michigan, 26-6.
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Thursday's regional semifinals
At Charlotte, N.C.
Indiana, 29-4 vs. Kansas, 24-7
Aikansas, 33-3, vs Alabama, 23-9
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Friday's regional semifinials
AtPontiac, Mich.
Duke, 28-7, vs. Connecticut, 20-10
Ohio State, 27-3, vs.
St. John's, 22-8

NCAA RULING:
NCAA levies "less then
minimun"penalties against UOP.
Athletics have been placed on
probation for the next two sea
sons, and men's basketball will
be limited to one less grant -in aidduring the same period. Story
to follow next issue.

ADDED NOTES: There have been
many articles of clothing left behind in
the main gym. Many of these items are
probably still wanted by their owners.
Please come to the Intramural Office
andclaim your clothes.Asclothes have
been left behind, the basketballs pur
chased for the Intramural program this
year have been mistaken for someone's
own balls and taken home. Please check
your ball and make sure it is not an
Intramural ball. The balls are marked
with "IM" under the Mikasa label. If
you should have a ball, just bring it
back to the office - no questions asked.
This will help keep the cost of next
year's leagues down. At one point this
year, the Intramural office had 10 bas-

*.

ketballsandeveryoneof them belonged
to someone else.
SOFTBALL: League play begins
today (with the weather permitting).
There are 33 teams in four divisions.
All games will be played at Brookside
Field, Monday through Thursday with
occasional games on Sundays and
Fridays.
SOCCER: Due to the weather, the
soccer season has not yet been able to
begin. Play was scheduled for yester
day and there will be games this Sun
day afternoon.
VOLLEYBALL: Entries for spring
Co-Rec and 4-person leagues are due
next Thursday, March 28 at 4:00 pm
before Spring Break. Leagues will be
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays for five
weeks beginning immediately after the
break.An entry fee of $15 is also needed
when registering your team.

Tiger Den

Softball - The Lady Tigers de
feated SacramentoState last week 31 in Sacramento in the first game of a
scheduled double-header. Lea Lopez
got the win for the Tigers, pitching
seven innings and allowing only two
hits. Kris McDowell stole yet an
other base. The second game was
rained out
Last Saturday at Oak Park, the
Tigers defeated St Mary's College
(9-0, 4-0) in a double-header. Sue
Cardinale got the first win, pitching a
no-hitter. She is now 6-3 with a 0.73
ERA. She is also batting .282.
In the second game against St.
Mary's, Lea Lopez also pitched a nohitter for the win.She is now 5-5 with
a 1.40 ERA.
Kris McDowell is hitting .404
with five hits in 12 at bats last week.
She also stole three bases in five
attempts. Currently, McDowell has
stolen 21 bases in 25 attempts.
Wendee Espinosa is batting .291
with threehome runs and has 265 put
outs on the year. Maria Mahon isalso
batting .291 after havingmissed some
of the season due to the Chicken Pox.
Angela Jeter is also off of the dis
abled list and has started six of the
seven games she has played in. She
has had four hits in 15 at bats for a
.267 batting average.
Lea Lopez and Kris McDowell,
both freshmen, have been nominated
for Big West Players of theWeek for
their performances last week.
The Tigers are 13-15 overall and

By Andrea Peterson

2-4 in Conference after their games
against St Mary's. They will resume
conference play this weekend when
they travel to Las Cruces to take on
New Mexico State. They will then
host Stanford in adouble-hfcadernext
Tuesday at Oak Park.
Tennis (W)- In the just released
VolvoCollegiate ITCArankings, Lisa
Matsushima is ranked number 63 in
singles in the nation. Attention to
past, present and future tennis fans come see Harvard women's tennis
team tangle with the UOP Tigers on
Saturday March 23, at Brookside
Courts, 10 am.
Gordan Graham, Harvard's new
coach, will be coming back to StocktOhtotakeon theteam thathecoached
for the past 12 years.
Coach Graham was largely re
sponsible for building the women's
tennis program at Pacific, the high
light being their victory in the confer
ence tournament in 1985. Many feel
that this year's team is the best that
UOP has ever had due to Graham's
recruiting efforts before taking the
Harvard job. It should be a great
contest with this "best ever" team
matching up well against Harvard,
"A Top 50 team in the country".
Also do not miss today's home
match against the Fresno Bulldogs.
Pacific silenced them in Fresno ear
lier this year and would like to make
it a double. See you on the courts.

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

[BRING A FRIEND AT
I REGULAR PRICE
AND GET YOUR'S

New &

Sacramento State @ Sac. State @
7:30p.m. and on 3/24 playing Sonoma
State @ Sonoma, so come4out and
watch the action.

WEST REGIONAL
Thursday's regional semifinials
At Seattle
Arizona, 28-6, vs. Seton Hall, 24-8
UNLV,32-0,vs. Utah, 30-3

many people may not think so, the
quality of officiating did improve over
the entire season. Many players did
comment that the referees were better
than last year. Thanks for doing a
thankless job.

< Block* South of Ben lamia Kott
Behind Burger King.

gfe carry the Natural BIOLAOE Line of
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MORRIS CHAPEL
Sunday March 24
11:00 am
Tuesday Meditation
March 26 12:00-12:45

WfflatlfaC Product*

TIGER'S YOGURT
UOP's favorite yogurt shop
Close Campus Location

4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(near Pharmacy school)
Open Daily 11am-10pm

$2 off all nail services to students

Happy Hour
4-7 Weekdays

&> faculty with college I.T).

PERFECT PAIR

2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4

NAIL BOUTIQUE

1774 TV. Jiammer Tin.
Stockton, Ca. 95209
CBehind Tarkwood Center Cleaners)

(209) 952-4OIO

(209) 478-6290
Catering Available
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s ARMADILLO •
SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD
9:00PM - DEATH
MUSIC "D" AS IN "DIG"
$3.00 COVER AT THE DOOR
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED 100 PEOPLE, We
will pay you to lose 10-29 lbs in 30
days. All natural. 1-800-347-7584.
National Marketing Company
seeks students to workas Marketing
Representatives on campus. 2-4
flexible hours per week placing and
filling poster displays for Fortune
500 companies' products. Call to
day: 1-800-821-1543

PERSONALS

FUND-RAISING

HELP WANTED

FAST FUND-RAISING PRO
GRAM $1000 in just one week. Earn
up to $1000 for your campus organiza
tion plus a chance at $5000 more! No
investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528 Ext.50.

Newly started company needs
envelope stuffers in Stockton area.
Forinformationandapplication send
S.A.S.E.to: J.E.K. Enterprises P.O.
Box 73601 Davis,California 95616

TRAVEL
Need a little thrill in your hectic
life? Book an exciting trip by plane,
train or ship to anywhere you desire.
We can deliver your tickets to your
door. Call your student representative
- Stacie at Always Travel. 463-3559.

FOR SALE
HP 12C Financial calculatorbrand new-never been used. $60.
Call 467-0215

WANTED
Live-in male wanted to assist dis
abledmale. Musthaveref.DriversLic.
Call anytime- 473-4560. Prefer Black
or Hispanic.

Delta Sigma Pi Pledges- Keep uj
the good work!
D.O.D. Posse in effectMay the Force be with you.
D.O.D. in full effectMay the Draws be with you.
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"Sup Opera, got a packet?"
"Dude, novelty use only."
Patsterino Ace those pharmaceutical exams!
Keep your mind off Bob!
Love, B.B.

qood

Phi Delt bros... One week...
Havasu. Or a Sheila, or a Betty...
Boat #2 rules. Two eights.

ior51

Abbott and Ericson:
Get ready for the trip home!
Cancel! Cancel! Gotta love
that bun rubbin'!!!!
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Put it on your ATM cardI
Major credit cards accepted H

Skating into the 90's
(Continued from page 8)

months. Be sure to ask about breaking broken init willnot provide the neces
in skates because there are tricks to sary support for the skater's feet and
make it as easy as possible. If any part ankles. Walk around in the skates a
of your foot feels pinched or squeezed little and look in a mirror to check if
then the skate is not a good fit With your ankles are bending inwards or
stock skates thereis not toomuch room bowing out
Oak Park offers beginner group
for adaptationto the skatersfoot,but by
using either moleskin or foam pads, a lessons which are beneficial to those
snug fit can be achieved. These pads startingout. Evenfor thosereturning to
are also used to avoid the rubbing that skating, it helps to be reminded of
can cause blisters while breaking in everything you used to know. The
new skates. Used skates will feel more class teaches you how to fall too. UOP
comfortable whenput on, butthatdoes offers a one unit course in beginner
not mean they fit. It the skate is too skating taught by Henderson at Oak

OASIS

Park.
After a strong foundation has been
established, the rest of the program is
entirely up to the skater. The beauty of
skating is that it is timeless. You are
never too old or too young to skate.
Somepeople gettheirfirstpairof skates
when they are three and some people
are still skating at age 83. It keeps you
active withoutwearingyouout,because
you control the amount of effort you
put into it.

Foreign perspectives

Personal checks ok with ID

STANFORD

(Continued from page 2)

reception, flowers, antique furniture
and the depreciation of a yacht among
the overhead costs Stanford asked the
federal government to cover. Kennedy
said the yacht charge was a simple
accounting mistake. He has defended
other bills, saying they were appropri
ate because they were for his Stanford
residence where heholds official func
tions. Nonetheless, Stanfordhas with
drawn about $700,000 inbills for those
challenged charges. To keep faculty
members fromgetting similarlycaught
up in research, Kennedy would limit
the number of scholarly writings that
the college will consider when decid
ing whether to hire, promote or grant

lifelong tenure to faculty members. A tion, Kennedy urged faculty commit
faculty advisory board must approve tees to value "forms of scholarship
the change. Education observers long related to teaching" such as textbooks,
have claimed that many faculty mem instructional software programs and
bers, driven to "publish or perish" to books or even videos geared topopular
get tenure, pay more attention to re audiences. He also proposed faculty
search than to students. Students and peer reviews to supplement student
their parents, more value-conscious evaluations of their teachers, as well as
after recent tuition hikes, also have ongoing evaluations of tenuredprofes
questioned the research emphasis at sors, who now have"little incentive to
large universities such as Stanford.
attend to theimprovementof teaching."
The Carnegie Foundation's 1990 Kennedy announced ahalf-dozen pro
report said that nearly half the nation's grams, the laigest funded by a $5 mil
college teachersbelieve their scholarly lion gift from Stanford trustee Peter
writings are merely counted—and not Bing,designed toofferbetter incentives
evaluated—when personnel decisions to do a goodjob teachingstudents. The
are made. The proposed limits, program, Kurovsky said, "willmean a
Kennedy said, would "reverse the ap much better education for students."
palling belief that counting and Other observers don't think it will.
weighing are the important means" of
r®
evaluating faculty research. In addi

We'll even take cash!
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Women of the world
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(Continued from page 5)

strict rules against pollution.
"I have pictures of snakes, lions,
ing blocks. The role of the military in Staff Writer
birds— you name it. In the
the US foreign policy, revolutionary
Tommy Lackenbacher isn't just Galapagos, you can experience na
movements in Latin America, and
looking beyond militarism will be dis the averageUOP freshman,although ture in its own intimate space," he
cussed in the last panel, "Militarism: the pin and the party mentality may explained. In Ecador, the people are
fool you.Tommy, who is half Austrian not allowed to touch the animals, the
The Use of Force in the 1990's."
Thesepanels willstart withDr.John and half American, grew up in Ec animals, however may come near the
Hurst,Professor ofEducationandPeace uador and has only been in the States people.
"When you get off of the boat,
and Conflict Studies,U.C. Berkley, as since July.
"I have no intentions of ever go they tie a plastic bag around your
the keynote speaker who will give an
overview of the topics. The end note ing back to Ecuador— I love the waist for any garbage you may have,
speaker, Dr. David Keefe, Assistant United States. The only reason I and as you get back on the boat, they
Dean at SIS andProfessor of Econom would go home wouldbe to show my check to make sureyou haven't taken
ics, willintroduce therole of education AKL brothers around. I now offi so much as a shell form the place.
in international studies and the need to cially live in the bay area," said They are very concerned with the
move philosophy to action.
Tommy. It was not all bad for him, preservations of the land," Tommy
The two day conference also in though. He has some fondmemories said, "I think it's (USA) a great
cludes complimentarymeals as wellas of the jungle and said that there are country,".
live entertainmentprovided tomoiTow
night for participants. According to
OASIS trustee Andy Mills, students
will then be able to continue further
Meetings are an hur long and
By RaeAnn L. Ramsey
discussion of the issues withthe speak
they
are held in theBechtel Interna
International Editor
ers. "Wehope togenerate somediscus
tional Center. Men and women are
Anyone who has an intersest in welcome to attend andbring lunch.
sion on the topics presented from stu
international
and cross-cultural
dents and visitors," Mills said.
On Thursday, March 21st, from
events
and
issues,
might wish to twelve to one in the afternoon a talk
According to Spain, anyone inter
get involvedwith the Womenof the will be give on 'Women of the
ested is welcome to attend. "The
World program here at UOR
speakers will provide different per
Middle East.'
Sponsored by Internatioanl Ser
spectives ofeach issue on apretty wellThe speaker will be Longina
vices, Women of the World is a Jakubowska and she will focus on
rounded program," Spain said. The
program that holds monthly the legalstatus ofthe MiddleEastern
conference begins at 4:00 p.m. tomor
discussionsthat concern various women and symbolism in the
row in the Geoige Wilson Hall and
events and issues for women in the MiddleEast.For futtherinformation
resumes at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday,until
world.
approximately 5:00 p.m.
call 946-2246.
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Books... and a whole lot more!
If it s not on the shelf... ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOR
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